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Club Corner  

 

 9th Sept  Steve Titley ?????? 

 14th Oct  Gary Wragg, A talk by the keeper of Transport and Technology, at 

the       Hampshire Museum, Winchester. 

 11th Nov  Outside visit to Chilcomb House, Gary Wragg to give us a guided 

tour of the      Hampshire Collection Starting at 7:00pm. 

 9th Dec  Christmas Buffet - By ticket only - commencing 8:00pm. 

 1st Jan 1999  ÒFrost BiteÓ at Riverside. 

   

     Please  

phone Monica for details. 

  

All meetings are held at The Royal British Legion, Manor Branch, Bullar Road, Bitterne, 

Southampton. 

On the second Wednesday each month at 8.00pm. 

Any copy for the December Newsletter to me by the November meeting Please 

 

lAdverts are accepted but must not be of commercial nature, this newsletter is circulated far and 

wide. 

 

             Chairman    Secretary              Editor 

       Mr Dave. G.Batt                         Mrs Monica.J. Batt                          

Mr Paul Clarke. 

 46 Vespasian Road 46 Vespasian Road 28 Conifer Road 

 Bitterne Manor Bitterne Manor Coxford 

 Southampton Southampton Southampton 

 SO18 1AZ SO18 1AZ SO16 5FX 

 

 

Chairman and SecretaryÕs Chat 

 

 The month of July is normally a very hectic one for our Society members, but this year it 

will be remembered with a tinge of sadness. 

 On Sunday 5th July, one of our more senior members, Ron Roach, ÔLittle RonÕ passed 

away. At the age of 85 he had bravely decided to have a heart valve operation to give him a 

better quality of life and enable him to go out in his workshop again. Sadly this was not to be. He 

had been  

rwidowed for nearly three years following the death of his wife our ÔAuntie GladÕ. 
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 Exactly three weeks later Derek Giles our Vice Chairman took his Òfinal trainÓ when he 

lost his short, but very hard fought battle, following his operation in May. Not only have we lost 

one of our key 5Ó members of the Society, but Dave and I have lost a personal friend and we 

would like to express our condolences to his wife Mollie, and son David, Gwen and family. (see 

obituary in newsletter) 

 Our June meeting was again held at the Mid Hants Railway, Ropley. Despite the 

atrocious weather we all had footplate rides. Once again our most sincere thanks to Barry and his 

fireman. 

  The first club outing to the West Somerset Railway was a really great day out and was 

enjoyed by all those who joined us. 

 The following Saturday we had the Waterside Gateway Members visiting the track, they  

really do have a great time when they are with us and the event has already been booked for next 

year. The Southampton Parent and Toddler Groups were blessed with wonderful weather this 

year and they had twenty one associations in attendance. The two 7ù locoÕs who did the 

passenger hauling were kept very busy throughout the day and we would like to express our 

thanks to the drivers, and all who helped to make the day such a success. 

 Lightening does strike twice in the same place albeit two years apart, the Shedfield Show 

was totally rained off yet again!!! perhaps it will be third time lucky in the year 2000, who 

knows. 

 The Guildford Steam Rally was well attended again this year by more than forty 

Southampton Members. We were made very welcome during our stay. 

 We staged a good display in the model marquee at the Netley Marsh Steam Rally. Thanks 

to all who participated. Due to staff shortages we were unable to run the portable track on the 

Friday, But Saturday/ Sunday proved to be successful. 

 We had a last 

 minute hitch to our second club outing just thirty six hours before it was due to take place, the 

family who own Folly Farm cried of due to several break-ins in and around the Hungerford area, 

they felt it would be inappropriate to have such a large party going round the farm. I contacted 

our coach company to see if they could help and they suggested we could spend the afternoon at 

Highclere Castle. We were going to be on the horse drawn barge until one oÕclock and spending 

an hour having our down by the river at Newbury, so we would not have to travel far to get to the 

Castle. Fortunately we had a thinking driver, who went into the tourist information centre at 

Newbury to get more details for us, only to discover that on a Saturday last entry into  the Castle 

was at half past two and we were still in the coach park at Newbury then, however he had picked 

up some alternative leaflets an 

}d we settled on the Whitchurch Silk Mill, this proved to be a very successful choice coupled 

with a wonderfully relaxing morning spent on the Kennet and Avon Canal. What could have 

been a disastrous day out turned out to be a most welcome break from all the hustle and bustle of 

our busy lives and was a truly relaxing day for us all, spent in glorious sunshine throughout. 

 Peter Hollins our speaker for September has unfortunately had to postpone his visit, as he 

will be abroad. We are hoping to rearrange his talk for early in the new year. Steve Titley has 

stepped into the breach at very short notice, Thank you Steve. 

 On Saturday 3rd October we are holding a seminar in conjunction with the 7ù Society on 

the Health and Safety issue. It is being held at the Royal British Legion, Manor Branch, Bullar 



Road, Bitterne Park, Southampton. Invitations are going out to other Societies, two  

6representatives per Society. You will be advised of what has been discussed in our December 

Newsletter. 

 Please note that the Christmas Buffet has already been booked (outside caterers again) 

entry by ticket only, price £2.50p each. 

 Last days running of the season Sunday 11th October, but please donÕt forget the 

ÔPoppy RunÕ on Sunday 8th November. Last but by no means least, ÔFrost BiteÕ 1st January 

1999. 

 

 

 

   Monica and Dave 
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Notes from the Committee Meetings 

Supplied By Ron Bray 

 

Matters arising 

 A micro switch has been fitted to the seven and a quarter loading ramp so as to protect 

the raised track. A bid was put in for a ride-on mower, unfortunatly the knock down price was 

beyond this. A new strimmer has yet to be purchased. Construction of a Society diesel for the 

seven and a quarter track has been pu 

t on hold. A risk assessment was held at the track, It will be completed after the seminar in 

October. 

 

Correspondence 

 Newsletters were received from the following Societies. Southern Fed, Chichester and 

the City of Oxford. Details from Southern Fed Re:- Health and Safety at work guidance on safe 

practice (HSG 175) and copy of letter from H.S.E. Romford. This was discussed at length and 

agreed to have meeting at track (as stated above). A one day seminar is to be held at Royal 

British Legion, Bullar Road , on Saturday 3rd October (10.30 - 4:00). This is to a representative 

of the H.S.E. present. Admission is be by ticket only. 

 

Treasurers Report 

 Donation received from B, Bailey. 

 Monies divested to:- Coliseum Coaches and West Somerset Railway, Mid Hants 

Railway, Holts of Totton, Petrol for mowers, S,E,B. Coop, G,P,O. Lawson HIS, Southern Water, 

City Council, E,Moxham, Secretary and Chairman's Society expenses. 

 

Social Secretary 

 Tr 

ip to West Somerset Railway was a great success. (nobody who went on this outing seem to be 

able to write about it???Ed). Hampshire Museum to be contacted for possible speaker for the 

winter programme. 

 



Membership Secretary 

 The Society welcomes  

 M,J, Hackett and Elaine Gibson. 

 

7ù Gauge 

 The braking system on the seven and a quarter rolling stock needs finishing and 

commissioning. 

  

A.O.B. 

 Need to purchase brooms, shears and strimmer. The large lawn mower needs some TLC 

to get it back in working operation. A Society diesel outline locomotive is to be investigated, it 

would be useful both at Riverside and on the portable track. 

It was also agreed to hold two Saturday meetings at the track in September. One for Beechwood 

House and the other a care home situated in Bath Road. It was unanimously agreed to Co-opt 

Mac Miles on to the committee. (did he fall or was he pushed!! Ed) 

 

Obituary 

Derek Giles 

by Merlin Biddlecombe 

 It is with great sadness that I write to inform  

kyou that Derek Giles passed away on Sunday July 26th and was laid to rest on August 5th to a 

packed service at Southampton Crematorium, ending with a recording of a railway engine 

approaching from the distance building up to a crescendo and then gradually fading into the 

distance, at fitting end to a journey. The Southampton Society was represented by Mr Corbett 

(President) and many members. Derek had undergone major surgery by having one lung 

removed but later having to go back into hospital with further problems from which he not able 

to recover. 
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 Derek joined the Southampton  Society of Model Engineers in October 1985 and soon 

became a member of the committee and boiler inspector. In 1992 he became the Vice Chairman 

 He was well known to many clubs and members for his much modified Simplex, B1 and 

9F regular steamers on the Southampton track. The Guildford R 

hally was perhaps his favourite venue and was honoured by being awarded a trophy for the first 

time this year, for services and commitment to the Guildford Rally by non Guildford members. It 

was presented in his absence to his wife Molly and son David and I know that when given to him 

in hospital that evening it absolutely thrilled him. 

 Derek was very dedicated to all he did and was always willing to help and advise others, 

not only a stalwart club member but a dear friend to many. He will be sadly missed by the 

Southampton Society of Model Engineers and we offer our deepest sympathy to Molly and 

David. 

 

MJ Engineering  Open Weekend 

16/17th April 

by Merlin Biddlecombe 

 

 On Sunday Morning 17th April Paul Dean called for me and of we set for Ringwood to 



visit the open weekend of MJ Engineering always interesting to chat with Malcolm John and 

Jim. On our arrival  

we glanced over to the large car park to see a Triumph owners car rally, so a nip over was a 

must. There must have been around a hundred and fifty cars of all types quite a spectacle. A run 

trough the forest to Christchurch and back by a different route was planned. Back to MJÕs the 

shop has rearranged and looks much larger, you are greeted with tea, coffee and biscuits and 

usually a lot of banter. Several static model traction engines, complete and part built some of 

which were of a very high quality. The whole range of MJ products fittings, drawings, castings, 

books etc were on view. Outside were two Fowler A7 traction engines in steam. Built to MJÕs 

design belonging to Brian Gibson And John Adams in two and three inch respectively. 

 

Isle of Wight Open Wee 

kend. 

26/27th April 

by Merlin Biddlecombe 

 

 The I.O.W. track event was this year extended to two days owing to the fact that quite a 

few intending to visit had track commitments on the Sunday. The Southampton Club intended 

going on the Saturday but unfortunately through various bouts of illness only three members 

were able to attend. I went along on my usual Sunday. Let me reverse things a little this time and 

start by thanking (on behalf of myself and I am sure everyone else) the ladies of the I.O.W. for 

their gallant efforts regarding the refreshments, The food and goodies were 5 star as was the 

copious supply of tea. The I.O.W. Club is not that large but the welcome extended is huge. The 

track site is still being worked upon and now has a carriage shed and 

 a quite cunning lift up ramp over the track for access. I am reliably told that a start is now being 

made on the Ô7ù trackÕ Thanks once again to all in the I.O.W. Club for an excellent event. 

 My return to the main land was a little miss timed. I arrived at the chain ferry just as it 

was leaving, so had to wait for it to return. Then after a short jog to the Southampton bound 

ferry, only to arrive just as they had drawn up the gang plank which meant an hours wait. So 

back to the chain ferry and cross to the West Cowes high speed ferry pay the extra and arrived in 

Southampton at the same time as the conventional ferry that I had just missed. What a nice day 

out! 

 

Mother( Parent) and Toddler Day  

by Merlin Biddlecombe 

 

 On Wednesday the 1st of June it was the annual MumÕs and toddler event. Various play 

groups from all over the Southampton area meet at Riverside Park for a fun day and I assume 

some fund raising. This year twe 

nty one play groups were represented.  
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 The double decker playbus was again present with paints, crayons drawing modelling 

putty etc, bear in mind the toddlers ages are up to five years old. On the Park various events such 

as the ever popular face painting,picnics etc. As previous years the operation of our railway was 

requested and on the day twelve members arrived including Dick Dore his good lady wife and 

his 7ùÓ Maxitrax also Don Cottle with his 7ùÓ Wren. The two engines were in steam from 



around 10:30 to 2:30. Two other engines turned out but unfortunately failed for various reasons, 

Dave Finn had problems keeping up steam pressure, evidently a leak in the smokebox. And Max 

had troubles with the L1. The weather was kind, plenty of tea to drink and plenty of people to 

chat to, what  

better way to spend a few hours on a Wednesday. Thanks to all who turned up and thanks to the 

tea makers, hope you left Monicas kitchen tidy. 

 

On being a Railway Apprentice. Part 2 

by Ralph Coney 

 

 Having done the rounds of the Fitting Shops, most apprentices then did their machine 

shop work, but as previously mentioned, I had already been there and so the next stop was the 

Boiler Shop. Here the procedure was to work on the backplate of a boiler and fit the various 

boiler mountings i.e, blower valve, gauge glasses, steam steam sand valve, ejector and injector 

valves, whistle valve, etc. At this time we still worked for the southern and all mountings were 

fitted Ôface to faceÕ;jointing was never used until after nationalisation. The time that 

) was spent painstakingly facing brass flange to steel mounting was at time incredible since, if 

the studs were still in place on the backplate, getting any sort of  face on the eroded steel plate 

was difficult, to put it mildly. So, most of the fitters used to employ a stud box and try to remove 

the old studs. These invariably broke off  and a driller had to be sent for to drill out the old stud, 

leaving a nice tight core to be carefully cut out buy the apprentice, with suitable dire warnings 

about damaging the thread. If you were lucky, the boiler makers had finished their work before 

you arrived, but often they were still riveting or replacing stays whilst you were working on the 

backplate. The noise was absolutely deafening, literally, and I cannot believe that any boiler 

maker ever retired with 

out his hearing badly impaired, as no form of ear protection was available. Once all the fitting 

were on, the boiler was moved to a special part of the shop and a cold water hydraulic test 

applied. As you all know only to well, cold water is very searching and woe betide the apprentice 

if one of his fittings leaked, since the water had to be let out at least as far as the offending valve, 

which had to be reseated and the whole business repeated. 

 After three months of this, to be transferred to the Erecting Shop was a relief, at least 

from the noise angle.  

 The Erecting Shop consisted, like the Fitting Shop, of ÔgangsÕ. Each gang had three 

ÔpitsÕ, one behind the other. this meant that at any one time, three locomotives were being 

overhaule 

d. LocoÕs came into the works for three types of repair:- general, intermediate or slight. In 

addition, outside the Erecting Shop was what was euphemistically called ÔThe ShedÕ . This 

consisted of rows of lines, rather like a small marshalling yard where repairs could be carried out 

that didn't warrant bringing the engine into the shop. Also if the engine had not been finished on 

time, it was wheeled out into the shed for the fitter and apprentice to complete the work before 

the trial trip. In the summer, this was welcome relief from the gloomy interior of the shop. In 

winter it could be unpleasant. 

 If the engine was having a ÔgeneralÕ , all that arrived on the pit were the frames with the 

cylinders attached. The first task was t 

o check the horn stays and the bolt holding them. Ashford pioneered, I think, the practice of 

cutting out the part of the frame surrounding the hornstays and welding in inserts, this if the 



frame was distorted, or or the hornstay bolt holes badly oversize. When the loco arrived, a fitter 

and apprentice were allocated and it became Ôtheir locoÕ, they did the bulk of the initial work, 

particularly the valve gear and subsequently went on the Ôtrail tripÕ. If the engine had inside 

cylinders, we tried to get the pistons, slide valves, motion bars etc finished before the boiler 

arrived since this gave more room, but also more light. there were only over head lights in the 

Erecting shop and all close work was done with a candle stuck in a 5/8 

 nut. 
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As the work progressed, usually two other fitters and their apprentices were drafted in depending 

on the date by which the loco had to be finished. A progress Inspector, or ÔChaserÕ as they 

were called, would visit the gang every morning to make sure all the fittings were arriving on 

time. Often, however, the parts were late and the Chargehand would visit the appropriate fitting 

shop gang or machine shop to hurry the offending person into action. Our Chargehand was 

6Õ3Ó, weighed 19 stone and was nicknamed ÔSloggerÕ. His visit usually got results! Once the 

boiler had arrived, the next major operation was ÔwheelingÕ. There were three overhead cranes 

in the shop, two would lift the loco away from the pit and the third bring in the wheels to which 

the axleboxes had been 

7 fitted. Lowering the loco, onto the wheels was a tricky business and the crane drivers were 

incredibly skilled at lowering the loco, a fraction of an inch at a time, which was just as well, 

since the oil pipes had to be guided into the axleboxes with just about enough room to withdraw 

oneÕs hand after the pipe had entered. 

 Once the engine was ÔwheeledÕ the valve gear was connected and set. The Jig and Tool 

drawing office had designed a wondrous machine which enabled the wheels to be turned slowly 

by an electric motor, whilst a series of pointers and scales showed the position of the valves and 

enabled laps and leads to be set without fiddling about with feeler gauges. Naturally, the correct 

set of scales for the particular class of loco, had to be selected. Strangely enough,(or was it?), 

some of the older fitt 

Ners refused to use this device. 

 As the loco neared completion, an added hazard arrived in the shape of the painters. 

There was a paint shop near the shed but only engines painted green were normally accorded this 

privilege. Those painted in B.R. black were painted on the pit and we usually managed to get 

black paint on various parts of our boiler suits. 

 Eventually we arrived in the shed and prepared for a trail trip. These were the highlights 

of my days in the erecting shop. Tank engines and the smaller goods engines went to Appledore 

(Kent), about twelve miles away but the bigger engines, N1 and U1, W.D. Austerity, the only 

West Country we ever had for a general, etc all went to Ramsgate, about thirty miles away.ÊThis 

meant a day out as the fitter, driver and fireman insisted on repairing to a convenient pub in 

Ramsgate, for food a 

nd liquid sustenance. On our return to the shed, a curious ritual often took place. The Shed 

Inspector used to climb on the side of the engine and the driver used to take it up and down the 

line in full ahead and reverse gear, i.e. no Ônotching upÕ. He then used to right on the boiler 

such comments as R.L. -1/8Ó, or L.T. +1/4Ó. This only happened on inside steam locos with 

StephensonÕs valve gear and meant that the particular eccentric rod had to be removed and 

either a liner inserted or, if it was a minus sign, taken to the SmithÕs shop to be ÔjumpedÕ i.e. 



shortened. All this was based on his listening to the ÔbeatÕ . Why we had spent hours setting the 

valve gear, I wondered? 

 Later I was transferred to the Ônew engineÕ gang and helped to assemble Diesel Electric 

shunters under supervision of English Electric staff, a very strange although they all had to join 

the A.E.U.!  By now I had progressed to the final year of the Higher National course and was 

transferred to the Drawing Office. I never really enjoyed 

 this, although it was pleasant going to work an hour later and dressed in a suit. My basic rate of 

pay was the same but no piece work, so my take home pay sagged somewhat. Later I was 

transferred to the Research Department which I enjoyed enormously since most of the work was 

out on site and I actually had a chance to use some of the theory I had learnt in those long hours 

at the ÔTecÕ. However, I had now decided to go to sea and handed in my notice. A week after 

my final H.N.C. exams, I joined Cunard and on 

e week later was outward bound on a war time built ÔLiberty Ô ship which was powered by a 

triple expansion steam engine with stephensonÕs link motion. It was all very familiar. 

 

I.M.L.E.C. 98  

a personal report from John Lloyd 

 Friday the 10th of July was the day that we set off for the yearly pilgrimage to I.M.L.E.C. 

an event that I have been to six times before. 

 This year it was held at Kinver in the west midlands the same track as two years ago. It is 

on an ideal site for such an event as there are camping and caravaning facilities on the site just 

100 yds from the track. There is also a community centre with eating and drinking facilities plus 

believe it or not a ÒBritish LegionÓ club on the site. 
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 That alone should have inspired one or two of our club me 

mbers to attend!  

 The track itself is 2128ft long and a very interesting shape with some tight turns and a 

few gradients as well. On Friday evening we were joined by Jesse Moddy and Carol, Nigel 

Gettings and his wife also turned up. 

 Saturday morning we got up to see light drizzle and got to the track about 9.45am. The 

first loco was already on the track. The weather was still but damp but quite bearable. One good 

idea they do have at Kinver is a covered steaming bay area a point worth noting I think as it is 

always useful for sheltering under whilst raising steam or packing up etc when the weather is a 

little bit inclement.  

 The runs progressed through out the day with the most noticeable being run number nine 

which was a 2-8-0 ÒNigel GresleyÓ (5Ó Gauge) which won I.M.L.E.C. in 1994 when it was 

driven by itÕs builder Fred Winsal. This time it was driven by his son and put in the bes 

t run of the day and ended on top of the leader board. Whilst the locoÕs were performing on the 

track there were other attractions around the site. There were several full size traction engines 

and rollers plus organs and a few vintage cars and even a steam motorcycle. There were also 

around a dozen trade stands and a model exhibition with quite a few interesting models on 

display.  

 In the afternoon Jesse and Carol went to Brignorth for a ride on the Severn Valley 

railway which is about ten miles away. Early Saturday evening I raised steam under the covered 

steaming bays and this where they proved there worth as it was raining quite heavily, the rain 

eased off by the time I got on the track but it was still a bit damp. June and I went around quite a 



few times and I ran on my own for about forty five minutes until a 3ÚÓ gauge L.M.S. 0-6-0 

driven by Dave MyallÕs wife from Bracknell. We just went round  

and around about half a tracks distance apart. I have never seen a 3ÚÓ gauge loco run so 

continuously as this loco. 

 Sunday dawned rather wet again with drizzle but again not to bad. For run number four 

of the day they asked for volunteers as passengers which I excepted. Well the track is aluminium 

a bit slippery what with the rain, and took a bit of care to get away without a lot of slipping. This 

was not the problem with the engine on the front of my train though a ÒClaud HamiltonÓ. It just 

would not pull away even with continual coaxing. We inched forward jerking along dropping 

passengers as we went until after about forty feet it was my turn to get off. This left just three on 

, the driver,observer and owner and so they struggled on for a while anyway. 

 The  

final run of the day duly arrived at mid afternoon with the ÒNigel GresleyÓ still leading the 

board. The last engine to run was Kevan AylingÕs proposed B.R. 2-8-2 (ÔOctavianÕ 5" gauge) 

which had already won I.M.L.E.C. in 1991 and had recently be owned by a club member Jesse 

Moody. Anyway after along chat with Ted Jolliffe Kevan Ayling was given special permission 

to run the loco this year, as it had already run in I.M.L.E.C. twice before and that is normally the 

limit for a loco. This meant that Jesse had to get permission from the new owners widow to use 

the engine. This involved a very difficult extraction from the locoÕs glass case and out through 

the house and into JesseÕs van. No mean feat for a loco weighing three to three and a half 

hundred weight. 

 Kevan electe 

d to carry twenty six passengers, himself and the observer. Jesse and myself and a few dubious 

watchers thought this was a bit ambitious but with this load and our party of four the loco just 

slowly pulled away like a Sunday afternoon load of about eight people. Anyway the run went 

very smoothly. I could just not believe the raw power that the engine displayed on those tight 

curves and gradient. Having said this, at about half distance we slowed and finally stopped for a 

Ôblow upÕ this is allowed and took about two and a half minutes. Then off we went again  as 

though nothing had happened and we completed the run with no more fuss and went to top of the 

leader board to win the competition 

 By now I expect the engine is back in itÕs glass case as though nothin 

g had happened but we know better!!. 
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The Tool Warp 

by  Dave Goyder 

 

 The tool warp is a parallel dimension populated only by lost tools. The flow of time in the 

tool warp is different from the flow of time in our Universe. This flow has resisted efforts at 

empirical analyses. Therefore, it is impossible to predict how long a tool lost in the tool warp 

will remain there. 



 When someone sets a tool down, there is a 73% chance that it will enter a tool warp. If it 

does, the likelihood of itÕs emergence from the tool warp within a relatively short time (say a 

few seconds) is directly proportional to the amount of time the toolÕs user waits before going to 

look for it. Some scientists have theorised that a tool takes a minute or so to completely dissolve 

into t 

he parallel dimension, and if grabbed during this process it can be rescued. 

 Once a tool has entered the tool warp, it is invisible to an observer in this Universe. 

Again, the length of time it takes for the user to begin searching for the lost tool has an effect on 

how long the tool stays in the warp. Often, waiting a few minutes will cause the tool to red= 

materialise right where it was originally put. Usually, this process lasts just long enough for the 

user to become extremely frustrated. 

  Occasionally, however, the process takes longer. There have been documented cases of 

tools disappearing into a tool warp for month or even years, only to re-materialise in plain view 

when the user was looking for something else (usually another tool). In cases like this, it 

 is imperative that the tool be put away immediately to prevent itÕs re-entering the tool warp, 

possibly permanently. 

 On rare occasions, a tool warp will re-materialise a tool in quite a different place from 

that where the tool entered the tool warp. Often, the tool will re-appear in itÕs tool box. This is 

especially true of pliers and screwdrivers. Some scientists have suggested that some tools might 

have a natural homing instinct. The author leans toward the alternative theory of non-corporeal 

Òtool borrowers.Ó 

 A phenomenon recently observed has been the sympathetic harmonics retrieval. In these 

instances, the user immediately abandons his search for the missing tool and simply gets a nearly 

identical tool from his tool box to resume the task at hand. The proximity of the twin tool 

emanating sympathetic harmonic vibrations from the original task causes the warp field to 

reverse polarity and repel the missing tool back to our dimension in itÕs original bench location. 

Curious 

ly, the dematerialisation itself has never been viewed. 

 

 

Obituary 

Ron Roach 

by Paul Clarke 

 

 Little Ron as he was known, to most of us who frequent the track on a Sunday afternoon. 

Passed away after an operation on a heart valve, at the Southampton General Hospital at the age 

of 85.  He ran his 5Ó tank engine on many occasions over the years. And was always kind 

enough to let other people have a drive. With the combination of Auntie GladÕs cakes and Ron's 

sense of humour, he will be very much missed by all who knew him.  I have a picture if him 

riding a bicycle across Southampton Common at one of the early Balloon Festivals, when in his 

early eighties.  Which sums up his attitude to life. In later years he suffered from failing health. 

And a series of heart problems to contend with. But kept up his hobby as best as he could and 

was building a Robinson Hot Air engine. The death of his Gladys our ÔAuntie GladÕ left him 

somewhat lost, and it is now fitting that they are together again. 
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